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Institute for Nuclear Research, Kyiv, Ukraine
2nd Circular: Accomodation
The AMoRE collaboration meeting will be held at the Institute for Nuclear Research
(KINR):
Institute for Nuclear Research
Prospekt Nauky 47, MSP 03680 Kyiv, Ukraine
Tel.: +380 (44) 525-1111 (-2210, -5283)
Web page of the meeting: http://lpd.kinr.kiev.ua/amore11
While situation with hotels in Kyiv improved during last years, and many hotels could be
found with the web services like http://www.venere.com/ukraine/kiev or
http://www.select-a-room.com/hotels/ukraine/kiev, we would like to attract your attention
to the following possibilities:
1. Hotel "Ukraine", http://www.ukraine-hotel.kiev.ua/eng/home/. This hotel is located in
the very centre of the city. They recommend semi-suit (single and twin) rooms at price
of 997 UAH = near 90 Euro per night. Rooms are freshly repaired.
2. Hotel "Khreschatik", http://www.khreschatik.kiev.ua/eng/home/. It is also located in the
very centre, ~100 m far from the hotel “Ukraine”. Availability of rooms depends on
exact dates; price is 850 UAH = 80 Euro (or more, depending on your demands).
3. Hotel "Attache", http://attache-hotel.com.ua/index_en.html. Price is near 1200 UAH =
120 Euro.
4. Hotel "Diplomat", http://www.diplomat-hotel.kiev.ua/en/about.htm. 65-68 Euro.
5. Hotel "Tiso", http://dinadis.ua/en/service/hotels/Kiev/Tiso. ~90 Euro + 50 UAH
breakfast.
Hotels 3-5 are private hotels built few years ago, with comfortable conditions and good
service. The only drawback – they are not in the centre of the city, so one should use
public transport or taxi to go to excursion to the centre (or walk ≈ 1.5-2 km).
Please take into account that participants of the meeting will be delivered from the airport
to hotel, and from hotel to INR and back by our bus.
We would be very grateful if, after booking a hotel which you like, you will inform us
about your choice so that we could organize transportation from the Boryspil airport
(Kyiv) to your hotel.
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